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Overview

Automatic testing of programming assign-
ments is highly desirable as it can provide
fast feedback for the students and allows the
teachers to teach efficiently even in courses
with many students. However, writing tests
for students’ solutions can be tedious. In this
work, we present a novel approach to test gen-
eration for small Haskell assignments. Such
assignments usually consist of one function
(with the possibility to use helper functions
in its definition) that the students are sup-
posed to program according to a teacher’s
specification. The teacher is not required to
write tests for this function. Instead, we make
use of an example solution, which the teacher
should have to assess the difficulty of the as-
signment. Using the example solution, and
(if needed) a specification of input values for
the function, our tool can automatically gen-
erate randomized tests. If these tests fail, the
student is presented with a counterexample
which shows the input values, the expected
output of the tested function and the output
computed by their solution.

Our Use

In the autumn 2019 semester, we had roughly
950 students in the course, with 12 homework
sets and 32 unique exercises evaluated by
our tool. Auto-evaluated exercises are also
available for practise before exams.

More Information

Our tool hsExprTest is based on QuickCheck,
a tool for specification-based testing of Haskell
programs. It is publicly available on GitHub,
as part of a toolkit for automatic testing
of small programming exercises used in sev-
eral courses on the Faculty of Informatics of
Masaryk University.

More information and links to GitHub can
also be found on the accompanying page for
this poster.

vstill.eu/publications/2020/hsExprTest/

Tool Workflow

binmap :: (a -> a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
binmap _ [] = []
binmap f (x:y:xs) = f x y : binmap f (y:xs)

Student’s Solution

expr = "binmap"
timeout = 5

binmap :: (a -> a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
binmap f xs = zipWith f xs (tail xs)

Teacher’s Solution + Specification

• compare types
• instantiate polymorphic types
• make functions showable
• generate expression
• run on random data

hsExprTest

Test Passed

Test Failed + Counterexample

Figure 1: The workflow of our tool hsExprTest. The student’s code is usually submitted
through a web browser (through the Masaryk University Information System in our case). The
student can get an answer within a few seconds.

Main Features

• no need to write tests
• teacher gives a specification of inputs (partial functions, functions over custom data types)
• small counterexamples (thanks to QuickCheck): binmap (\_ -> 0) [0]  ∗ error
• students make unexpected mistakes – randomized testing can catch them
• support for typing exercises (e.g., write a type of an expression)

Input Specification

For more complex data, input ranges can be specified:
expr = "showInBase"
pattern = [p| (x :: Range Integer 0 2222, b :: Range Integer 2 36) |]

showInBase :: Integral i => i -> i -> String
{- ... -}

or custom generators used (as for QuickCheck):
data BinTree a = Empty | Node a (BinTree a) (BinTree a)

deriving (Show, Eq)

instance Arbitrary a => Arbitrary (BinTree a) where
arbitrary = {- random generator -}
shrink = {- optional counterexample shrinker -}

In the future, we plan to auto-create generators for recursive data types with no dependency
between values (like BinTree).

http://vstill.eu/publications/2020/hsExprTest/
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